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Iowa Healthy Lakes Initiative (IHLI)

Iowa Water Recreation Survey (IWRS)

Hazard Assessment 

Recommendations



Iowa Healthy Lakes Initiative 
(IHLI)

Public Health, Communications, 
& Community Engagement 
(PHCE) Working Group

Funded by a Jumpstarting Tomorrow pilot grant from the University of Iowa 
Office of the Vice President for Research

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I was on the PHCE working group as a part of the IHLI here at the University of Iowa. A multi disciplinary team of researchers coming together to address the problem of HABs in Iowa lakes from all angles. 



“A multi-
dimensional 
approach to 
measuring, 
informing, 
and solving 
Iowa's 
Harmful 
Algal Bloom 
Challenge”

Public Health
• Determine potential 

recreational 
exposure to 
cyanotoxins at select 
Iowa beaches by 
determining what 
cyanotoxins are 
present, quantifying 
concentrations, and 
understanding 
recreational 
behaviors.

Communication
• Gauge official and 

public knowledge of 
HABS

• Understand how 
people receive 
information on HABs

• Learn how they 
would want to 
receive information 
on HABs, if at all
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There were kind of 2 fold aims for this project. Concerned with investigating potential gaps in ph protection and understanding the communication and reception of pertinent recreational information Are people letting their dogs/kids in green water? Sounds silly but you would be surprised. The aims of this project were to look at potential recreational exposures in Iowa and to understand Iowa resident’s perception of HABs To complete this first aim, water samples were taken from several lakes across the state and tested for multiple cyanotoxins.For the 2nd aim, a survey was created to answer these questions in detail called the Iowa Water Recreation Survey



Iowa Water Recreation Survey 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alright moving into the surveyThese are the flyers I used – you could scan the QR code to take you straight there or the link was also available with my contact information on the flip side 



Survey Dissemination (N=1921) IRB #202211042

• Mass e-mail
• Flyers
• Social Media
• Newsletters
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Organizations:
• IEC Water Watch
• Iowa Water Center
• ISU Extension Orgs.
• Friends of Lakeside Lab
• Legislators
• Conservation Networks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1,901 people answered at least one question on the survey, 1655 completedCPH communications ran a little story on my research and included my survey in two of their newsletters which was awesomeI kept physical flyers on hand to give out, especially at events I had one taped up at Lakeside most of the summer, at West O a local brewery, and gave them out in the free can bags that interns distributed at the local boat docks on Saturdays For social media, I posted it on my own Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, Snapchat –and many organizations and people I reached out to shared it on their socials as well like Johnson County ConservationI had a friend post it on an Iowa subreddit and got that response I reached out to many organizations and got a great response back, because it helps to have names like Peter Thorne and Mary Skopec cc’ed on your emails – nonprofits, county conservation departments, and even legislators. IEC put it out in their water watch newsletter that goes to 12,000 people every Friday in the summer. 



Respondents by County (N = 1800) 2024 7

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So I had a total of 1,901 people answer at least one question on the survey. I thought I had made the questions required but when the survey was launched, people were able to skip questions. So, only 1800 people answered what county they live in -  but you can see respondents were concentrated in the urban centers of Iowa: Polk Co, Linn Co.The most by far was Johnson Co and then I’m from Scott Co and went to school in Dubuque Co, which reflects my own personal connections



Characteristics n % (Survey) % (State of Iowa) p-value

Race

Asian or Pacific Islander 59 3% 3% 0.534
Black or African-American 33 2% 4% <0.001
Hispanic or Latino 76 4% 7% <0.001
Native American or Indigenous 15 1% 1% 0.259
White or Caucasian 1603 89% 90% 0.572
Multi- or Biracial 34 2% 2% 0.413
A race/ethnicity not listed 11 1%
Prefer not to say 53 3%

Gender
Male 683 38.1% 50.2% <0.001
Female 1051 58.6% 49.8% <0.001
Non-binary 23 1.3%
Prefer not to say 36 2.0%

Age

<18 4 0.2% 22.6% <0.001
18-25 417 23.3%
26-34 252 14.1%
35-44 349 19.5%
45-54 281 15.7%
55-64 264 14.7%
65+ 172 12.6% 18.3% <0.001

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Demographic characteristics of respondents were compared to the demographics of the state, from the 2020 census, on similar categories  not all were able to be compared 



Characteristics n % (Survey)
% (State of 

IA) p-value

Education

Some high school 5 0.3 18
High school degree 32 1.8 22.6
Technical/Vocational School 40 2.2 7.4
Some college 287 16 16.2
College degree 630 35 25
Some higher education 62 3.5
Advanced degree 729 40.7 7.9

p-value

Occupation - Top 
5

Healthcare 237 18 14 0.1096

Educational Services 182 13.8 10
0.9567

Life, Physical, & Social Science 123 9.3 4 <0.001

Retired 98 7.4 6

Office & Admin. Support 85 6.4 4
<0.001



WHERE are they recreating?
2024 10

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Looking at where respondents are recreating also kind of reflects the demographic makeupLake Macbride was by far the most visited, over 900 people visit it at least 2 or more times during the summer months 



HOW are they recreating?

Recreation 
Type

• Wildlife (11.4%)
• Viewing
• Fishing

• Non-wildlife (58.2%)
• Swimming (41.2%)
• Hiking
• Dog Walking 
• Kayaking
• Boating

• Both (30%)

Do you leave IA for 
water  recreation?

(n = 1667)

• Yes (36.5%)
• No (34.7%)
• Sometimes (28.9%)

Would you use IA 
water resources 

more if there was 
better WQ? 
(n = 1478)

• Yes (79.7%)
• No (5.8%)
• Unsure (14.5%)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So first, people were just asked about their recreation habits A small percentage engage on wildlife related recreation only, most participating in non-wildlife recreation like etc, people were asked to select all that apply and swimming was the option that respondents chose the most30% of people do bothIt was a pretty split bag when asked if they leave IA for water recreation, but a majority said they doAnd a large majority said they would use water resources like lakes more if there was better WQ



Do you have 
concerns about the 
water quality in 
Iowa?
74.5% said Yes
12.4% were unsure
n = 1,703 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And those who selected yes for that question were subsequently asked if they had concerns about the water quality in IA – 1,720 people answered this question and ¾ said yesA few unsure, but there were not a lot of no’s 



WHAT do they know about HAB’s?
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• Yes: 86%
• Unsure: 3%

Have you HEARD of 
HABs? 

• Yes: 52%
• Unsure: 20%

Do you know what 
HABs are/what they 

look like?

• Yes: 50%
• Unsure: 21%

Have you SEEN a HAB 
in Iowa?

• Yes: 55%
• Unsure:15%

Are you aware of the 
adverse health effects 
assoc. with exposure?  

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, earlier in the presentation, I touched on the PHCE group aims  What do people know about HABs, how do they know it, how do they WANT to know it, if at all, and what are the associated recreational behaviors and attitudes associated with HABs and their advisoriesMost people have heard of themA majority believe they know what they look like or have a general understanding of what they areNext, when presented with this picture, the percentage of those who still believed they had seen a HAB dropped slightly and again there was still some that were unsure Then a slightly higher majority indicated they’re aware of adverse health effects that can result from exposure Reframe of question: do you know of any effects associated with exposure? Could be considered a leading question



HOW do they know about HAB’s? (N = 1667)

Harmful Algal Blooms in Iowa: A Multifaceted Approach to Understanding and 
Mitigating Risks 2024 14

IA Dept. of Natural Resources 

(n = 694)

Social Media  

(n = 683)

Other
(n = 249)

U.S. ACE
(n = 214)

None

(n = 442)

Community 
Groups 

(n = 177) 

IEC Water 
Watch 

(n = 166)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Check all that apply
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DNR Beach 
Monitoring Site IEC Water Watch Site

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, how do people find out about advisories? As we touched on a little earlier, the DNR tests for microcystin at state park beaches once a week from Memorial to Labor Day every year.Testing is done throughout the week and results are released on Friday afternoonIEC sends out their WW newsletter with those results and other associated information on Friday afternoon as wellUS ACE does reservoir testing, for example the Coralville Reservoir and Sugar Bottom Beach are their responsibility, but their results get posted on the DNR site as well.These are screencaps from both websitesSame principle, the ability to see at a glance which beaches are OK and which ones are not from their color, but you can click on an individual beach for more information – like the concentration found in the water – if its reported



The 
Big 
Three
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IA Dept. of 
Natural Resources 

n = 694

Beach 
Monitoring 

Website 
(79.4%)

Social Media 
Page (46.3%)

BMP Phone No. 
(3.5%)

Iowa Env. Council 
n = 166

Water Watch 
Website  
(70.1%)

WW Weekly 
Newsletter 

(42.5%)

Social Media 
Pages (40.1%)

U.S. Army Core of 
Eng. 

n = 214

Beach 
Monitoring Site 

(71.8%)

Social Media 
(39.4%)

Phone No. 
(2.8%)



Social Media, Community Orgs., Other

• Facebook

• IDNR, City, County Conservation

• Parents/word of mouth

• Conservation groups, IEC

• Recreational groups/rowing, 
paddling, or swim clubs 

Harmful Algal Blooms in Iowa: A Multifaceted Approach to Understanding 
and Mitigating Risks
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How do 
they 
WANT 
know 
about 
HAB’s?
n = 1,666
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Check a Website 
(1,292)

Call a phone 
number (71)

Social Media 
(763)

Newsletter/Weekly 
E-mail (432)

Physical Postings 
(792)

Other (60)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Respondents were also asked how they would prefer to receive their recreational information & to select all that applyWhen people asked what they meant by other, the answer I saw the most was local news or radio, specifically Iowa Public Radio



Do HABs change the way people recreate?
Would a harmful algal 
bloom (HAB) advisory 
determine whether you 
visit a recreational area 
of land?
• Yes (67.7%)

• Unsure (5.6%)

• Depends (20.1%)

Does a HAB advisory 
change the way you 
recreate?

• Yes (84.5%)

• Depends (8%)

How would an 
advisory change your 
behavior?
• Refrain from swimming 

(44.6%)

• Not putting head 
underwater while 
swimming (1.7%)

• Actively avoiding water 
(53.7%)
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Lake Darling, Aug. 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This question was kind of derived from an interview I did with the director of the beach management program at the DNRHe said there are 3 kinds of people when it comes to HABs and recreational advisoriesSome people will actively avoid the water – possibly not even going to that park Many will just refrain from swimmingAnd some will just not put their head under water – the old I’ve never gotten sick before, why would I get sick nowOur respondents indicated that an advisory does change the way they recreateMost said it would be a deciding factor to visit and those who said it changes the way they recreate – most are actively avoiding the water or not coming into contact with it



Hazard 
Assessment

Microcystin, Anatoxin-a, Saxitoxin

Presentation title 2024 20



Sampling Locations



Water Sampling & ELISA

Methods

• PETG plastic sample dipper

• Samples held 250 mL in amber 
glass jars on ice for transport

• Stored in -20-degree Celsius 
freezer 

• Cell lysing procedure: freeze & 
thaw

• Filtered with 42.5 mm glass filter 
• 1st filtrate discarded 
• 2nd filtrate used for analysis 

2024 22

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cell lysing necessary because we’re detecting microcystin – the toxin, not looking at the cyanobacteria cells



Microcystin

• Macbride 4, 
Angler’s Point: 
36.864 μg/L

• Lake Darling 2: 
35.946 μg/L

• Lake Darling 1: 
35.406 μg/L

~13% of the time, exposures 
will exceed 8 μg/L

2023 23

LOD: 0.15 μg/L

Advisory issued at: 8 μg/L (IDNR)

R-squared = 1

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
[[ADD PLOT and STD CURVE]]



Microcystin
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Figure 3.3: MC Log-transformed Conc. (μg/L) by Lake (N = 30)



Microcystin - Region
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Figure 3.4: MC Log-transformed Conc (μg/L) by Region (N = 30)



Anatoxin-a

• Spirit Lake, 
Marble Beach: 
248.03 μg/L

• Macbride 4, 
Angler’s Point: 
29.498 μg/L

~13% of the time, exposures 
will exceed 8 μ/L

2023 26

LOD: 0.15 μg/L

Advisory issued at: 7 μg/L (MPCA), 1 μg/L (WA DOH)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Same as microcystin – LOD at 0.15The IDNR has no advisory value for anatoxin and there isn’t one set federally either	so I pulled these two for comparison – both recreationally based values	the Minnesota pollution and control agency uses 7 	while the Washington dept of public health uses the conservative value of 1



Anatoxin-a
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Anatoxin-a

Presentation title 2024 28



Saxitoxin

Highest Samples

• Lake Darling 1: 
0.114 μg/L

• Macbride 4, 
Angler’s Point: 
0.106 μg/L

No exceedance

Presentation title 2024 29

LOD: 0.02 μg/L

Advisory Level: 30 μg/L (WHO, using body weight of a child)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Not a whole lot to say about SXT – I didn’t even make a plotWe did a much smaller sample size, based on samples that had higher conc for the other toxins – so Macbride, Marble, DarlingConcentrations were negligible – all below 0.114 – so no exceedance and not even close to the recreational advisory level set by the WHO and this is a conservatice estimate based on the body weight of a child



Conclusion & 
Recommendations

• Increased testing suite 

• The use or development of a reporting website

• Signage evaluation

• Availability of advisory/recreational information through multiple channels

• Increase in funding/expansion of programs 2024 30

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TestingFurther research to ID areas prone to other toxins such as CYL or ANTX  testing those on a semi or regular basis based on severity of the issue Reporting website: Help identify areas of concern, especially in local parks, eases the burden on officials – they can't have eyes everywhere at all timesMany people go to the same places consistently, why not utilize them – there’s been a lot of success with citizen science programs in Okoboji SignageAre people seeing it?  would’ve been a great survey question Tales from the field  people don’t look, its hidden (Marble Beach), or not put out consistently Dynamic signage, QR code to additional information  include picture of WI signage, even using color I think is more effective   simple and cost effective Translation, if not on the sign, again utilizing a QR code perhaps  1 sign, multiple sides Information availabilitySafety nets  1. those who are actively looking 2. increased visibility on social media, newsletters, public radio so people are more likely to stumble across it if they aren’t looking 3. The final catch all, physical signageAfter that of course, it is a decision of personal acceptable risk but making sure all gaps are covered to give people all of the information to make an informed decision on not only their health but potentially their children or dogs Increase/expansionThe surrounding midwestern states have great examples of HAB programs that I think could be integrated into our own and things from non-related programs that I think are useful Gave a lecture last year and a student showed me the wildfire likelihood signs in Minnesota they put along the interstate or highways  something similar could be done with HAB prediction WI created a specialized task force, I saw the same person from that group give a lecture multiple times at webinars and conferences, and what stood out was their ability to stay dynamic. WI has many more lakes than Iowa, many not state parks so they can’t just focus on that Dynamic signage!People get very confused at the diff between filamentous and blue green



Limitations

Exposure Assessment 

• Toxin selection

• Quality over quantity 

• Supply chain issues  

• Cost

Survey

• Leading questions

• Ordering of questions 

• Clarity 

2024 31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Exp AssessmentChoosing CYL over SXT – more prelevant, still interesting to see SXT be even detectable but I think CYL would have been a better use of resources I would’ve have liked to do multiple samples over time periods, perhaps once a month with selected lakes versus more lakes at one single snapshotNot only seeing how concentrations change over time but it would have offered a better comparison to official results that could’ve given a better insight to any potential issues SurveyFirst time designing a survey and it’s been a really great learning experience – obviously I’ve learned about methodology and best practices but learning from mistakes I think has the biggest impact



Current Work
• Conducted extended 12-week 

sampling campaign summer 
2023 at the Iowa Lakeside Lab 

• ELISA analysis of backlogged 
CLAMP samples

• Developing HAB-related 
materials for Dickinson Co. 
Public Health Dept.

2023 32

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So, The project lives on!Conducted sampling campaign this summer along with some collaborative projects born out of healthy lakesAnd I’m working with DCPH to develop some HAB related materials for them and doing some writing for different newsletters and things like that 



Thanks! Questions?

Lyndy Holdt, M.S.
Iowa Lakeside Laboratory

Green Iowa Americorps

lholdt@uiowa.edu
Harmful Algal Blooms in Iowa: A Multifaceted Approach to Understanding 
and Mitigating Risks
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